
B. Write the words in the right order.

 6.

 7.

popcorn yourself. / what you  / Here is  / make microwave  / 
need to

___________________________________________________

show us / foods began. / when different / Old cookbooks

___________________________________________________

Name Score
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  1. recipe cookbook web spoon cup     

  2.  cupcake  salad pie cake ice cream

  3.  stove microwave oven toaster  cartoon

 4.  pot pan bowl butter plate

 5.  bake mix cover chat stir

Theme Test 2 (Food)

A. What is the odd word? Circle it.



 Jonathan wants to do something nice for his mother, so he wakes up 

early and goes into the kitchen. He finds a pancake recipe in a cookbook.

 He puts a cup of flour into a bowl. He adds a cup of milk, one egg, 

and two spoons of oil. He stirs everything together in the bowl. Then he 

pours some of it into a hot pan on the stove.

 When the pancakes are done cooking, he puts them on a plate. 

Then he covers the pancakes with strawberries and syrup. He carefully 

carries the plate upstairs to his mother’s bedroom. His mother is very 

happy to have breakfast in bed!

 8. What is the reading about?

  a. Baking a cake b. Buying a cookbook
  c. Making pancakes d. Having a surprise party

 9. Why does Jonathan make pancakes for his mother?

  a. It is her birthday. b. She cannot get out of bed.
  c. He likes to cook. d.  He wants to do something special for her.

 10. What does it refer to in the reading?

  a. The bowl b. The pancake mixture 
  c. Milk d. A plate

 11. What does covers mean in the reading?

  a. To do someone’s job b. To watch something
  c. To hide d. To put something all over something else

 12. Which was NOT mentioned in the reading?

  a. The ingredients used in the recipe b. The time of day the event occurs 
  c. Who the pancakes are for  d. How the pancakes taste
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C. Read and answer.


